Synopsis

Once upon a time . . . Diana dazzled, Grace glowed, and there were many happily--and unhappily--ever afters. Now > takes you inside the lives of the world’s royals--at home, at play and up close and personal. Here in this gorgeous celebration of all things regal are those unforgettable weddings, shocking scandals, and dashing heirs to gilded thrones.
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Customer Reviews

Added to my collection for my family. Most of my adult children peruse them when I purchase. They know to keep and share with Grand Children and Great Grand Children who will see the next generations of Royals. Perhaps one will treasure my collection as I do. I love the book and the Royals! A grand book!

I absolutely love this book! What a wonderful collection of pictures and short blurbs about royals all over the world. Perfect coffee table book.

I have a lot of Royal books, but I especially like this one because it focuses on the British Royal family but also contains a lit of pictures and info. about other royal families. A must buy if you like the royals.

This is a great book with beautiful photographs. I bought it as a gift for my Mother and she loved it.
I received PEOPLE Great lives remembered edition under the cover of The Royals!!! What a shame to seller! Will never buy again!

This book came fast & it is a like new book that I am glad to add to my library, Thank you very much Kris King
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